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1. Overview   

 e-Kalvi Charity Fund Inc. is a registered charity in Australia 
that promotes education in Sri Lanka's northern, eastern, and up-
country regions to enable students from low-income communities 
to improve their socioeconomic situation. Our primary focus is to 
deliver e-learning programs in those areas to address a chronic 
shortage of qualified teachers. As a result of the teacher shortage, 
the G.C.E. (O/L) examination outcomes have steadily declined in 
these areas over the past several years. The e-Kalvi charity has 
been conducting several projects to support and guide education 
in these areas to ensure that all students have equal opportunities 
and a bright future. Our projects include establishing smart class-
rooms, providing e-learning materials via a pen drive to G.C.E. (O/
L) and primary education, and conducting online classes on week-
ends for G.C.E. (O/L) students. We developed an easy-to-use work-
sheet generator (WSG) for science and mathematics to rapidly 
prepare for practice and model exams. We also conduct yearly 
mathematics, science, and English model exams to help students 
prepare for the final G.C.E. (O/L) examination. Moreover, we pro-
mote science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) 
education in disadvantaged areas. We hope our materials and re-
sources will assist students in maintaining good grades and 
achieving academic excellence.  
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A message from the vice-
president of e-Kalvi Charity 

 It’s with great pleasure that 
I am writing this message. It’s a 
small note on the e-Kalvi Charity 
and the enormous number of ac-
tivities it took to uplift the educa-
tion of thousands of children of 
underprivileged areas of our moth-
erland. I am honoured to have 
been elected as the vice president 
for 4 years.   

Educated Children are Our Future 
Registered Charity in Australia  

ABN – 88398822680 

The photos above illustrate some of our key activities  
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2. e-Kalvi Smart Classrooms  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 Digital learning is seen as the future of the teaching ap-
proach in Sri Lanka despite changing curricula and teaching and 
learning methods. To prepare students in the deprived parts of Sri 
Lanka for the changes, we set up smart classrooms equipped with 
a 55" LED TV and a mini-PC containing specially designed soft-
ware and applications. The smart classroom allows students to 
take part in online classes. The mini-PC includes all the necessary 
subjects and past examination questions, enabling offline learn-
ing. 

In areas that have faced displacement and destruction in 
the past, 86 e-Kalvi smart classrooms have been set up thus far. In 
some regions, there is a lack of infrastructure, transportation, in-
ternet access, and qualified teachers, among the problems they 
face. Despite all the challenges, students from these places show 
great enthusiasm for their studies and aim to achieve their aca-
demic goals. Our contributions could thus make these students' 
lives brighter. 

e-Kalvi vice president's message 
cont. 

 
 
 

Over the years, the e-Kalvi Charity 
has promoted education in the 
north, east, and malayagam of Sri 
Lanka. As a graduate of the Uni-
versity of Jaffna, I am proud and 
privileged to be part of this great 
initiative for a great cause. 
 
 
 

 Our first e-Kalvi centre 
was established in 2016, at 
Thuraineelavanai and has gone to 
very remote areas, such as Thikili-
vetai, Korakkar, and  Kaddumuriv-
ukkulam names of villages many 
of us never heard before. Our pas-
sion, commitment and dedication 
have resulted in thousands of stu-
dents in remote villages of these 
areas having access to high stand-
ard educational resources and 
support. We must say thank you 
to our sponsors who are the back-
bone of our initiatives.  
 
 
 
 

 e-Kalvi’s project ‘one hun-
dred smart classrooms’ has sup-
ported the creation of more than 
100 smart classrooms and e-Kalvi 
centres in these areas. So far in 
this process, more than 25,000 
pen drives. Our pen drive includes 
GCE O/L subjects  in video presen-
tation and  years of past papers ) ) 
have been issued, model exams 
are being organised and conduct-
ed, and Zoom classes are offered 
to the GCE O/L students. The re-
cent development is a similar pro-
gram for Primary school students. 
 
 
 

 We have also provided 
additional support in collabora-
tion with other charities (e.g., Si-
van Arul Illam) and other schools. 
An additional pool of teachers was 
created in places that have diffi-
culty finding enough teachers. It 
should be noted that this pool of 
teachers are past students of e-
Kalvi centres who are willing to 
give back to society. We also offer 
Zoom classes with the support of 
our volunteers from Melbourne.  
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The banners for the opening ceremonies of the e-
Kalvi smart classrooms. * Due to the current situation 

in Sri Lanka, the opening ceremonies of the smart 
classrooms at St. Mary's College, Dickoya TMV, Aru-

nodhaya Hindu College, and St. Mary's TMV were 
held after June 30th, 2022.     
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On this map, e-Kalvi centers are indicated by blue-colored dots. The 
centers under our management are provided with ongoing financial 

support by reviewing their account statements each term.  

 e-Kalvi vice president's message 
cont. 

e-Kalvi has worked hard to provide 
a high standard education to these 
children. This is the ‘nutrition’ to a 
healthy and wealthy education. We 
hope e-Kalvi continues to prosper 
in its service, for many years, for 
this generation and for future gen-
erations.  

 Thank you for the oppor-
tunity given to me as the Vice 
President to serve my motherland 
and the future leaders of our soci-
ety. I wish all the best to the new 
executive committee of the e-Kalvi 
Charity. We hope this newsletter 
will continue to be published. 

“Educated Children are our Future” 
Thank you,  

- Mr J. Jeyaruban (Ruban), Vice 
President, e-Kalvi Charity Fund 
Inc. 
 

 
A message from Visions Global 
Empowerment 
  
 VISIONS, based in Califor-
nia, USA, takes pride in supporting 
e-Kalvi’s ideology 
of “Educated Children are our 
future.” This digital platform initi-
ative facilitates a better outreach 
for Tamil-medium students and 
teachers throughout Sri Lanka. e-
Kalvi strives to deliver access to 
the underserved through fifty 
Learning Centers in very remote 
areas and Zoom classrooms. The 
curriculum is downloaded from 
Ministry of Education websites, 
enabling classroom teachings, 
while using pen drives with home 
televisions encourages further self-
study.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Complementing the e-
Kalvi initiatives are Smart Boards 
and computers donated to schools 
with generous gifts from Ratnam 
Foundation, International Medical 
Health Organization,  

a) A list of e-Kalvi centers 
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Red-colored dots indicate e-Kalvi smart classrooms on this map 

b) A list of e-Kalvi smart classrooms  
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 3. Pen Drive Project 
 
 The pen drive project was launched toward the end of 2020 
during the school closure due to the covid-19 pandemic to reach 
out to students without internet or smart device access. Even 
though the students are somewhat out of the pandemic, a short-
age of qualified/trained teachers has remained an ongoing prob-
lem. Due to the unprecedented situation, it is also difficult for 
teachers to attend schools in underprivileged regions. We thus 
hope to address these issues via our pen drive project. This pro-
ject enables students to participate in more self-paced learning 
using their television at home. More than 18,000 pen drives have 
already been distributed to students and teachers in the north, 
east, and upcountry regions of Sri Lanka. The pen drives include 
past examinations & answers, e-lesson videos, and worksheets. 
We are happy to provide you with more information about this 
project, including how you can help your local school through this 
project. 
 

As part of our efforts to reduce the failure rate of the GCE
(O/L) performance in the Valikamam zone, we recently completed 
distributing pen drives to schools within the zone. Our original in-
tent was to distribute 2875 e-Kalvi pen drives to Grade 11 stu-
dents in the Valikamam zone. Yet, we distributed 3048 pen drives 
to students, 126 to teachers, and 56 to education directors and in-
service advisers. We thank the Alaka Foundation for funding this 
project.  
 
 The year five scholarship exam has been a highly competi-
tive Sri Lankan examination for over seven decades. Our recent 
pen drive project aims to empower primary school students from 
low-income communities in rural areas to succeed in the year five 
scholarship examination, enabling them to receive scholarships 
and attend well-reputed secondary and high schooling. A total of 
2500 pen drives are given to primary school administrators and 
educational authorities. Pen drives are distributed to each school 
based on the number of teachers, so students do not have direct 
access to them. Providing high-quality teaching materials via pen 
drives to schools can improve their teaching methods, potentially 
resulting in better exam results. Despite the availability of some of 
these materials online, remote primary schools lack access to the 
internet.  

Educated Children are Our Future 

Visions Global Empowerment's 
message cont.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Care for Education, and Vanni 
Hope. Indeed a successful 
knowledge transfer!   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 VISIONS takes this oppor-
tunity to express our deep grati-
tude for e-Kalvi’s work – may their 
commitment to Education serve as 
an inspiration to us all.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Visions Global Empowerment  
www.visionsglobalempowerment.org/ 
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e-Kalvi pen drive distribution  

4. (O/L) Exam Preparation  

 On weekends, we provide online mathematics, science, and 
English classes to students in grades 10 and 11. These classes are 
simultaneously streamed live on YouTube, and their recordings 
are later posted on our website. The recordings are also delivered 
on pen drives to students without internet access. Here are our 
teachers' YouTube channels for those recordings.   
 
Mathematics by Mr. V. Vithushan:  
www.youtube.com/channel/UCaS1hhuIUDevDkeO0rR0NGA/videos 
Science by Mr. R. Suganan:  
www.youtube.com/channel/UCDa75u7ZoV_w91jLlRVZ2jw/videos  
English by Mr. V. Aravinthan: 
www.youtube.com/user/nsvaravinthan/videos   
 
 As part of the preparation for the GCE (O/L) examination, 
we also conducted section-by-section mathematics and science 
unit exams, which were created using our WSG App. Here are the 
links to those exams that can be helpful for the students who will 
be taking the G.C.E. (O/L) examinations in the future.  
 
Yr 10- Mathematics (Units 1-10):  
www.ekalvi.org/e-lessons/Grade10/Grade10_Maths/Gr10_Math_1-10.pdf  
Yr 10- Science (Units 1-10):  
www.ekalvi.org/e-lessons/Grade10/Grade10_Science/Gr10_Science_1-10.pdf  
Yr 10- Mathematics (Units 11-20):  
www.ekalvi.org/e-lessons/Grade10/Grade10_Maths/Worksheets/Gr10_Math_11_20.pdf  
Yr 10- Science (Units 11-20):  
www.ekalvi.org/e-lessons/Grade10/Grade10_Science/Worksheets/Gr10_Science_11_20.pdf  
Yr 11- Mathematics (Units 1-10):  
www.ekalvi.org/e-lessons/Grade11/Worksheets/Mathematics/Gr11_Math_1-10.pdf   

Educated Children are Our Future 
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  Along with weekend online teaching by local teachers, the 
e-Kalvi charity also offers online lessons for mathematics and Eng-
lish from Australia. As part of this program, Dr. Anusha Sritharan 
teaches mathematics, while Ms. Dhanya Paraparan, Ms. Nithiya 
Pathmasri, and Ms. Nisha Gnanakanthan teach English to our e-
Kalvi centers. These three youth volunteer English teachers are un-
dergraduate students at Australian universities. They can speak 
Tamil fluently, which enables them to communicate with students 
in e-Kalvi centers in Sri Lanka. Mrs. Medini Balachandran, the co-
ordinator of e-Kalvi centers in the Mannar district, coordinates 
these English and mathematics lessons from Melbourne. 

 Recordings of Dr. Anusha Sritharan's teaching materials un-
til the end of 2021 can be accessed here at  

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFsm6Yb0ex_L_pUP0oxo-W2YFq_R4sBVG.  

 

e-Kalvi online teaching sessions  

5. Model Exam 

 Every year, we conduct model examinations in the weeks 
leading up to the final G.C.E. (O/L) examination. Despite the paper 
and fuel shortages in Sri Lanka, we conducted model exams for 
mathematics, science, and English this year. We printed 5000 ex-
am papers for each subject and distributed them to nearly 125 
schools in the northern, eastern, and Malayaham districts. Teach-
ers (mathematics- Mr. V. Vithushan, science – Mr. R. Suganan, and 
English – Mr. V. Aravinthan) who conduct our regular weekend 
zoom classes also prepared these model exam papers free of 
charge. Our sincere appreciation goes out to them for their dedi-
cation. The model question papers and marking scheme are avail-
able on e-Kalvi Google Drive for the following G.C.E. (O/L) batches.  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1da1BW9jRVGHq3Y5r4-uDgX9PDzZJl54I?usp=sharing 

Educated Children are Our Future 
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Vice President,  

Sripada National College of Edu-
cation,  

Kotagala 

e-Kalvi model examination   

6. Officials visit e-Kalvi centres  
  

 
 
 

 In February 2022, the president of the e-Kalvi charity, Mr. S. 
Muraledaran, visited our e-Kalvi centers. During his trip, he has 
visited  several e-Kalvi-centers in Nuwara Eliya/Badulla, Kandy, 
Matale, Hatton (Fruit Hill, Stony Cliff, Queensbury, Lindula-
Vivekalaya, Vipulanantha), Monaragala, Thirukovial, Ampara, Kan-
nakipuram, Sorikalnumai, Koraikkar, Veeramunai, Muravodai, 
Thikilivetai, Eravur, Vakarai/Kathiraveli, Trincomalee, Verukal, Kil-
livedi, Gopalapuram, Mutur/Kaddaiparichchan, Mudu, Mannar, 
Vavuniya, Mullaitivu/Thunukkai, Kilinochchi, Jaffna, and Delft Is-
land. To evaluate how e-Kalvi activities are progressing and learn 
about the challenges students face in getting involved, he met 
with school communities, students, educational directors of each 
zone, and local e-Kalvi coordinators. Interacting with them was a 
valuable learning experience that he saw as essential to imple-
menting e-Kalvi activities in the future. During that time, several 
opening ceremonies for e-Kalvi smart classrooms were held in the 
eastern province, Jaffna, and Vadamarchchi East, including one at 
Maruthankerny H.T.M. School. It was sponsored by the Hartley 83 
G.C.E. (O/L) students in memory of retired Hartley college teacher 
Rajaratnam. At the ceremony, Mr. R. Varatheeswaran, the educa-
tion secretary of the northern province, and Mr. S. Uthayakumar, 
the northern provincial director of education, were honorable 
guests.  

  
 He also met with the northern province's governor, chief 

secretary, education secretary, and all zonal directors concerning 
educational progress in the province and how e-Kalvi can contrib-
ute to students' engagement in education, especially in disadvan-
taged areas.  

Educated Children are Our Future 
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A message from Pandatharippu 
Jacintha  e-Kalvi center's Princi-
pal 

 

 
The meeting centered on discussions of e-Kalvi charity’s smart 
classroom and pen drive projects.  

 
 As a final note, he met with several of the organizations 
with which we collaborate, such as Lions Club Colombo Grand Cir-
cle (LCGC), the computer resource center of the northern prov-
ince, Sirakukal Amayam, and Forum of Tamil Graduates of Matale 
(FTGM). It was discussed during the meeting how we can all en-
sure that future generations of students receive a high-quality ed-
ucation, even if they are living in poverty, and how e-Kalvi can 
contribute to this. He thanked them on behalf of the e-Kalvi chari-
ty for their outstanding assistance towards e-Kalvi projects. The 
IBC Tamil TV interviewed him in Jaffna about how e-Kalvi can cre-
ate awareness of the importance of education among students 
and parents, especially in disadvantaged areas. The link to his in-
terview can be found here at  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_NtlequVbc.  

Photos from Mr. S. Muraledaran's visit to the e-Kalvi centers 
  
 Mr. V. Elango is a project coordinator-Malayaham and Trin-
comalee West of the e-Kalvi Charity Fund Inc. In January 2022, he 
visited a few e-Kalvi centers. His visits include Fruit Hill, Stony Cliff, 
Queensbury, Lindula-Vivekalaya, Vipulanantha, Kalaimakal MV, 
Varothaya Nagar, and Ravaneswaran e-Kalvi centers. During his 
visit to these centers, he met and discussed with students, teach-
ers, and principals how e-Kalvi activities are progressing and their 
challenges in participating in e-Kalvi activities. He says having the 
chance to interact with the local communities of these schools 
was a tremendous experience. As a mark of appreciation for e-
Kalvi activities, Lindula- the Vivekalaya school community, pre-
sented a trophy. Last but not least, he also met with LCCGC mem-
bers to discuss our current projects, and the meeting points were 
shared with the secretary of the e-Kalvi charity fund for future 
consideration.  

Educated Children are Our Future 
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Furthermore, the LCCGC presented a trophy in appreciation of e-
Kalvi activities. 

Photos from Mr. V. Elango's visit to the e-Kalvi centers  
 
 Dr. Anusha Sritharan is a teacher and well-wisher of the e-
Kalvi charity fund. She visited one of the e-Kalvi-supported 
schools in February 2022, Kaddumurivukkulum GTMS, where she 
teaches online G.C.E. (O/L) mathematics. Her journey to Kaddu-
murivu was an adventure. Despite poor road conditions and an 
area home to forest elephants during her visit, she describes the 
overwhelming welcome from her students and the school com-
munity. Having the opportunity to meet the school community 
was surreal, she says. She also describes that even though the 
school has only basic necessities, it leverages its resources to the 
fullest extent and benefits significantly from e-Kalvi charity’s assis-
tance. 

Photos from Dr. Anusha Sritharan's visit to the Kaddumurivukkulum 
e-Kalvi center 

 

7. e-Learning Sources   

 There are several websites where students can access e-
lessons for all grades and subjects, including our website (the first 
link).   
 

(1) https://www.ekalvi.org/e-lessons/ 

Educated Children are Our Future 
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(2) https://tamilkalvi.online/ 

(3) http://aavanaham.org/open-educational-resources 

(4) https://www.aki.coach/ 

(5) http://www.edudept.np.gov.lk/eLessonPortel/index.html 

(6) https://www.e-thaksalawa.moe.gov.lk/Ta/index.php 

(7) https://www.dpeducation.lk/ti/  

8. Executive committee 2021/2022 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Mr. S. Muraledaran (President), Dr. K. Ganesan (Secretary), 
Mr. T. Dharmakulasingam (Treasurer), Mr. J. Jeyaruban (Vice Presi-
dent), Mrs. Lahini Varaprathan (Assistant Secretary), Mr. B. Nes-
endran (Assistant Treasurer), N. Athavan (Project Coordinator), 
Mrs. Medini Balachandran (Editor), Mr. S. Sathiyakumar 
(Webmaster).  
 
 Committee members: Mr. V. Elango (Project Coordinator - 
Malayaham and Trincomalee West), Mr. K. Sathananthakumar, 
Mrs. Suthaluxmy Kunalan, Mr. K. Bavananthakumar, Dr. T. 
Ketheeswaran, Dr. S. Vasuthan, Mrs. Komathy Sathananthakumar, 
Mr. R. Narendra, Ms. Vijitha Mahalingam, and Mr. Santhuru Kan-
dasamy  
 
9. Appreciation 
 
 We want to thank all our members, donors, well-wishers, e-
Kalvi center managers/principals and teachers, and collaborative 
organizations. Without your generous support, collaboration, and 
guidance, we would not have been able to execute our activities 
toward the e-Kalvi charity fund's mission of "Educated Children 
are Our Future." Thank you once again for your continuous sup-
port. 
 
10. Donations 
 
 Please get in touch with us through one of the following 
avenues if you would like to make a one-off donation towards our 
core activities. All donations of more than $2.00 are tax-deductible 
in Australia.    

Educated Children are Our Future 

 
 
 

Jaffna Medical 
Faculty Overseas Alumni-Australia) 

Talaimanner Pier e-Kalvi center 
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Contact info:  
 
 Address:  PO Box 5322 
   Pinewood, VIC 3149 
   Australia. 
 
 Email:            info@ekalvi.org    
 Web:             https://www.ekalvi.org  
 Facebook:     https://www.facebook.com/JUGAvictoria  
   https://www.facebook.com/EKalvi.foundation   
 
11. A message from the editorial panel 
    
 We are delighted to publish the third newsletter of the e-
Kalvi charity, which highlights the organization's success and core 
projects. Our goal is to improve the socioeconomic status of de-
prived communities through education. Due to a shortage of qual-
ified teachers, particularly for mathematics, science, and English, 
G.C.E. (O/L) examination results have been poor in the north, east, 
and upcountry parts of Sri Lanka for several years. To address this 
issue, we launched a program called the e-Kalvi project. Through 
this project, we hope to provide all students, regardless of their 
economic background, with opportunities to succeed in their edu-
cation and achieve their life goals. 

 
 Our newsletters offer our well-wishers an opportunity to 
stay up to date on the activities of the e-Kalvi charity. Our grati-
tude goes to authors, readers, sponsors, and collaborative organi-
zations. This newsletter would not have been possible without the 
support of the members of the e-Kalvi committee. Please sub-
scribe to our newsletter to stay up-to-date on our current and up-
coming activities. Below are links to our first and second newslet-
ters: 
1.  https://www.ekalvi.org/reports/eKalvi_Newsletter_1_1.pdf  

2.  https://www.ekalvi.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/eKalvi_Newsletter_2021_2.pdf  

 
Editor:   Mrs. Medini Balachandran  
Sub-editors: Mrs. Suthaluxmy Kunalan,  Mrs. Lahini Varaprathan, 
   Dr. K. Ganesan, Mr. S. Muraledaran, and N. Athavan  
E-mail:   editor@ekalvi.org     
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